The color discrimination is one of the greatest problems in physiology of the visual system, in which both central and peripheral mechanisms are involved.
Concerning the peripheral mechanism of color vision, numerous studies based on the different responses in ERG to the spectral illumination have been published (1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 12, 17) , but the functional organization of the retina is still obscure because of much complicated properties of the ERG itself. Granit and Svaetichin recorded the spike activity from ganglion cells of the frog retina using microelectrode technique and obtained spectral sensitivity curves from which dominator-modulator theory was later developed by Granit (4, 5, 6 ). On the other hand, the site producing slow intraretinal action potentials recorded by means of superfine microelectrode has been discussed by several investigators (11, 13) since Svaetichin claimed that with a micropipette located inside the cone myoid a characteristic slow action potential, termed the cone action potential, was recorded (15) .
Different spectral response curves were obtained on such action potentials (16) . According, on the contrary, to the study of Tomita (18) with a fine technique of coaxial pencil-type microelectrode, it appears that the sustained action potential which is identical to Svaetichin's cone action potential originates in a layer proximal to receptors.
The name "cone action potential" was thus substituted by the term fish EIRG (intraretinal action potential). (19) . The shutter (Sh) was used in some experiments to make the spectral light stimuli intermittent for the purpose of determining the neutral points of the spectral response curves.
The isolated retina (R) of the carp family (Cyprinus auratus) detached from the bulb was mounted with its receptor side upwards on a silver plate which served as an indifferent electrode.
At the center of the silver plate a small piece of glass plate was fixed, through which the retina was illuminated from its vitreous side.
This could eliminate the possibility that, when illuminated from the receptor side, the stimulating light might be absorbed by the remaining pigment epithelium.
A light spot of about 1.5 mm. square could be applied to any retinal part by adjusting the mirror (M) and the condenser lens (C3). Again in these records, both response curves were similar and monophasic, and the illumination at a distance from the recording position still produced a response curve of considerable amplitude (records bs).
In comparison with fig. 2 , however, the negative peak in these cases is shifted. The negative maximum is at about 620 mg in fig. 3 (a) and (c), though possessing a hump in red side, while at about 650 mg in (b). Probably, one component in the original response curve consisting of two was erased, leaving the other which might have been responsible for the hump. The same is also observed in fig. 4 , in which the records (a) and (c) might be transient patterns between the record (b) and the original response curves in fig. 3 . In these figures, furthermore, an asymmetry may be noticed between each pair of recordings; a small prominence at red part in the left rows and an emphasized positive going phase at blue part in the right rows. This point will be discussed later in connection with some properties of the retinal response to off-stimulus and with the characteristics of the spectrum scanning method employed in the present study . connections between a and b were removed by a cut marked by dot-dash line with a sharp razor blade.
Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate recordings obtained by a microelectrode inserted into the retina at a, as illustrated in the scheme, and by illumination moved from a first to b beyond the cut, and then back over to c and again to a. As is noticed from fig. 5 , the amplitude of the response in record (c), though markedly suppressed, is still larger than that in (b) which represents the effect of scattered light. The situation is more distinct in fig.  6 , in which the spectral light was applied intermittently in order to emphasize responses to various wavelengths of light. From the above experiment, it is obvious that the responses shown in figs. 3-4 (b)s and figs. 5-6 (c)s were elicited mainly through neural connections and that the effect of scattered light was small. This appears to provide a strong support to Tomita's view (18) that the origin of the fish EIRG is not the cones themselves but is more proximal to them.
3. Simultaneous recording from two different regions in a retina.
In an attempt to compare two response curves recorded from inside and outside the illuminated region, simultaneous recording with two microelectrodes was made (figs. 7-10).
As illustrated in the scheme, two regions under the recording electrodes 2 mm. apart were alternately stimulated with a spot of scanning spectral light. In each figure, record (a) figs. 3 and 4 , some of the L-type responses showed a small positive elevation at the red end of spectral stimulation during scanning from blue to red and a similar elevation at blue when scanned in the reverse direction.
These elevations appeared to be a kind of off-response associated with the decrease in stimulating effect of light when scanned beyond the response maximum.
Every case which responded with a overswing to the cessation of white light stimulation showed an asymmetry in spectral response patterns during scanning in opposite directions.
This marked positive off-response has been attributed to some deteriolation phenomenon by Svaetichin (15) , but it was usually encountered in fresh preparations as mentioned by Motokawa et al. 13).
3) Functional organization of the retina.
As stated already, an electrode placed outside the light spot on the retina can still record a spectral response of considerable amplitude.
The possible role of stray light upon this was clearly excluded in this experiment, providing a confirmation to the previous conclusion that activities of neighbouring receptor take part in the generation of EIRG, and, furthermore, that the response is due to the activities of second or higher neurones onto which a number of receptors converge directly or indirectly (18, 19) . From evidence provided in the present study, a hypothetical model of functional organization of the Cyprinid fish retina might be constructed as fig. 11 . Since it appears to be evident that the spectral response pattern is determined at the layer of second or higher neurones, and, furthermore, that the first retinal event occurring with the arrival of stimulus is some change in the visual pigment contained inside the receptors (20) , the most probable feature of the retinal structure is as follows: As indicated in the figure, there are three types of receptors, RG, RYB and L in the Cyprinid fish retina.
They respond to spectral light in their own manners to produce the characteristic response 
